GeoLock Multiple Views

DID YOU KNOW . . . two or more View windows are automatically GeoLocked when the geodata they display shares any common geographic area?

What GeoLocking Gives You

- All pan and zoom operations are simultaneously applied to all the GeoLocked views
- Simplifies and enhances side-by-side visualization
- GeoLock by position, or scale, or both
- Tracking cursor shows mouse position in all views

How GeoLocking Works

- Open two View windows with geodata that shares some common extent.
- The GeoLock tool button is automatically turned on in both windows
- Apply several zoom and pan operations and observe the effect.
- In the View window, select GeoLock Settings from the Options menu and specify settings for GeoLocking by Scale, Position, or both.
- Use dual monitors, multiple View windows, and define different GeoLock view combinations.
- Turn off Scale GeoLocking in one view and zoom it out as a reference view.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

See the tutorial booklet entitled: Displaying Geospatial Data